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Babble About Autism Talks Too Much
I think that the walk is always a way
to create many
		
ways of thinking and I
always am excited to take language
on a walking to answer random ways
questioning all
		
raving wise thinking
academics that are passing as
the easy experts and pass pace
of thought about
		
autism. Easy ways
of questioning are open to want
salty ways packing thankless people
who are always
			
wanting the ways to be
easy explained. I think that the alternative
is to think about questioning assumptions
about the way
			
thinking is assembled
and the way the apathy of talkers always
ignores the frowning within pale wanting
autistic vault of feeling.
			
The way of talked
autism is very hard to face and the way
of the tacky goals of academics. I think
that the walk must always
map the way of making
			
space doings
and old ways
—Adam Wolfond
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Adam Wolfond is a non-speaking writer who is the youngest poet published by
poets.org. He is a public text-to-speech presenter, collaborator on academic
projects, and an artist who has previously exhibited in Toronto. He has
published two books of poetry with Unrestricted Interest.
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